Cats International
What Declawing Is!

WE NEED OUR CALWS!!
We Were Born With Them and For Good Reasons!

PLEASE Don’t Remove Our Claws!
Without Claws it’s Painful to Walk - Balance - Jump - Play - Run - Climb - Exercise

UNDERSTANDING WHAT DECLAWING REALLY IS
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STOP!!
NO!!

I need my
claws!

Please
Reconsider!!

A cat's body is designed perfectly to give them the grace, beauty and agility that is
unique to only felines. They are born with claws for a reason they are an important
part their design. PLEASE don't take their cat-ness away from them!

The Most Important Decision….
This will be the most important decision you
will make for your cat. If your cat could talk
they would definitely say,“NO”-PLEASE-“NO”
Other than the decision to have a kitten/cat
added into your family, declawing should
“NOT” be done under any circumstances.
Its very unfortunate that people decided to
declaw their cats in the first place. The
decision to have your cat declawed should be a
very simple one….A DEFINITE “NO”. Would
you cut off the first digit of your fingers
because thats what everyone else is doing? I
would think not, some questions and a reason
would be warranted.
Making this decision about having your cat
declawed should not even be a topic to be
discussed. Cats are born with claws and there
is a reason for them to be left intact.
Education on why cats have claws, need claws and should definitely keep them is an
important learning process. More and more people are realizing just how important
the cats claws are to them, the unnecessary painful surgery it really is.
Hopefully this booklet will inform you of all the reasons you should say, “NO” to this
amputation mutilation of the cats paws.
I have yet to understand why the cats claws were removed in the first place. Proper
training and a surface for the cat to scratch is all that is necessary. Scratching is a
natural instinct born into them at birth, it doesn't have to be a behavioral problem.
Give them what they need to express their natural desire to scratch, train them to
use the areas provided and they will never scratch on anything inappropriate.

The beautiful paws our cats are born with, PLEASE don’t feel the need to alter them!
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Something to Think About:
No one has ever made the decision to have a dogs claws removed. A dog can do more
damage and destruction inside and outside the home than a cat ever could. (I'm not
advocating people even think about this). It just seems that people don't think twice
to alter a cat, never a dog or other animal.
Think about it… If you had just brought home a new puppy and the puppy was digging
up your expensive landscaping, scratching hardwood floors while running in the house,
jumping on furniture and digging to find or hide a bone, would your first thought be to
have your puppy’s claws and toes surgically removed? Your answer would be “NO”. I
expect that you would naturally and intelligently start the puppy in a training
program. Modifying the destructive behavior into a more suitable one.
Trying to understand
why people think so
naturally to alter a cat's
behavior by removing
the claws instead of
suppling and training
the cat to use a post
versus something else
inappropriate should be
unheard of.

Scratch & Climb

behaviors.
Spay or neutering should definitely
be done as soon as possible. It will
help to decrease the unwanted
litters of kittens born hourly. It
also has a health benefit for both
male and female cats. It will
enhance the family into a more
cohesive existence. Let your cat
be a cat, they need their claws.
Please don't subject them to a life
of pain and remove the ability to
do what comes naturally to them.

Let’s give our cats their
dignity by letting them
keep the claws they
were born with. Let
them be cats, after all
that is what they are.
Embrace their

Does this look painful to you?
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Why The Claws are Needed:
A cat needs to scratch on a surface so they can tone their nails and exercise their
bodies. Providing them with a good scratching post designed to maximize your cat’s
scratching pleasure and giving them an appealing target for territorial marking and
natural cat exuberance is very important. The post you choose should be very sturdy,
if it moves during a needed scratch or stretch, it will frighten them and they will find
a more solid surface, like your couch. Just give them what they need and your
furniture will be overlooked. The claws also allow the cat to grasp and hold objects
as well as establish footing for walking, running, springing, climbing and stretching.
By regularly trimming your cat’s nails
and offering a suitable
scratching target, you are providing
a natural outlet for a
normal, happy and healthy cat
behavior and you will be
rewarded with a satisfied and
confident companion. You
can purchase a scratching post from
SmartCat® “The Ultimate
Scratching Post™” or we have
directions on how to make a
post your cat will love.
Claws perform a number of
scratching various surfaces,
identification mark for their
important cat behavior. Claws
through kneading. A
experiences the head-to-toe
stretch! Anything they try
the cat) is extremely
withdrawn and
the extreme pain they
any natural cat
Scratching is a
behavior. It isn't
favorite chair or
you angry. It is
instinctually must do.

vital functions for the cat. By
cats create a visual and scent
territory. This is an extremely
provide psychological comfort
declawed cat never again
satisfaction of a full body
to perform (that is natural to
painful. They will become
depressed, not understanding
are in when trying to preform
instinctual behavior.
normal cat
done to destroy a
for spite to make
something they

It is ideal to begin training kittens at a young age, on the appropriate places to
scratch. Beginning to trim their nails should also be taught to them at a very young
age. Declawing can actually lead to an entirely different set of behavior problems. It
may lead to your cats not using the litter box, bitting, chewing carpet or clothing and
other inappropriate objects, or your decision to end their life, not being able to cope
with the behavioral problems directly caused due to being declawed.
The cat is born with five retracting nails on each front foot and 4 nails on each rear
foot which don’t retract (they remain exposed and don’t hide within the paw).
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A Cat’s Nails are Necessary for:
Balance when walking, running, playing, standing and climbing
Exercise normal cat
behavior
Scratching for a good
stretch
Climbing
Playing
Grasping
Defense
Every day living for a
normal healthy happy cat
Cats use their paws and
nails like we use our fingers (observe them closely sometime).

*Note: Many apartment managers who previously required
cats to be declawed are accepting Soft Paws vinyl nail caps
or the evidence of a good scratching post.
We at Cats International™ would find a more suitable place
to live that would allow our cats keep what they have been
born with....their NAILS!

SAVE THE PAW!!
DON’T DECLAW!!
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What Really IS Declawing!
Thank you for learning the importance of your cat’s claws:
Too often, people think that declawing is a
simple surgery that removes a cat's nails
(de-claw)—the equivalent us having our
fingernails trimmed. Sadly, this is far from
the truth.
Declawing is actually
multiple amputations
comparable to the
removal of human
fingertips at the first
knuckle. Sensory and
motor nerves are cut,
damaged, and
destroyed. Recovery
from the surgery is a slow and a painful process. The pain from declawing is life long
and normal cat behavior forever gone. This procedure keeps our cats from enjoying
pain free things such as walking, running, springing, climbing, and stretching. Just
being a cat.
A cat needs to scratch on a surface so they can tone and condition their nails and
exercise their bodies. Providing them with a good scratching post designed to
maximize your cat’s scratching pleasure and giving them an appealing target for
instinctual territorial marking, exercise, and natural cat exuberance is very
important.
The claws also allow the cat to grasp and hold objects
as well as establish footing for walking, running,
springing, climbing and stretching. By regularly
trimming your cat’s nails and offering a suitable
scratching target, you are providing a natural outlet for
a normal, happy and healthy behavior and you will be
rewarded with a satisfied and confident companion.
You can purchase a scratching post from SmartCat®
“The Ultimate Scratching Post™ " or we have directions
on how to make a post your cat will enjoy using.
This booklet is about educating cat parents, and saving our precious cats from having
their claws surgically removed and living a life in pain. Preventing them from
behaving like the cats they are meant to be! Full of joy, running, jumping and free
from pain being inflicted on them by misunderstanding their needs.
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Let’s use this example of bringing a new puppy home:
Think about this… If you had just brought home a new puppy and they started digging
up your expensive landscaping, scratching hardwood floors while running in the house,
jumping on furniture and digging to find or hide a bone, chewing and destroying
everything in site from teething. Would your first thought be to have your puppy’s
claws and toes surgically removed to stop the destruction? Your answer would
be “NO”, that would be cruel. I expect that you would naturally and intelligently
start the puppy in a training program. Teaching and training them what’s good and
inappropriate behavior.
Trying to understand why people think so naturally to alter a cat's behavior by
removing the claws through amputation, instead of suppling and training the cat to
use a post versus something else inappropriate should be unheard of. Let's give our
cats their dignity by letting them keep the claws they were born with.
Ok, so now let’s take a
moment to understand just
how important the cats
claws are to them,
mentally and physically.
The cat is born with five
retracting nails on each
front foot and 4 nails on
each rear foot which don’t
retract (they remain
exposed and don’t hide
within the paw).

Scratching Problems: The Easiest of all Feline Problems to Solve:
Get several good scratching posts
Reward appropriate behavior
Trim nails regularly
Temporarily cover their previous scratching targets
Relieve cat’s boredom with interactive play and toys

A Cat’s Nails are Necessary for:
Balance when walking, running and climbing
Exercise and normal cat behavior
Scratching for a good stretch
Climbing
Playing
Grasping
Defense
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Learning and understanding what
declawing is and how it permanently
affects the cat.
The word declaw is misleading.
Opposite to what most American cat
parents think, declawing does not
“save” cats, or training time, even
money, or sofas. It frequently does
the exact opposite. Declawed cats
can be expensive and dangerous
because declawing is the number
one cause of litter box avoidance
and bitting problems.

Declawing is an amputation of the
cat’s toes to the first knuckle of
each joint. Declawing removes
claw, bone, tendon and ligament.
The cat will be in pain for the rest
of their life.

If your cat is already declawed, don’t beat yourself up, it’s over and now is the time
to educate yourself and spread the word to other cat lovers what you have learned.
It’s all about being informed and educated. So many people don't realize how
detrimental declawing is to a cat.
Please NEVER even consider declawing, help to save a cat from this brutal and
unnecessary procedure by stopping someone else from doing what people don’t
understand. Help educate people around you, tell them what you have learned. Also
tell them to let everyone they know, we need to STOP this procedure, it’s inhumane.
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The Declaw Procedure (onychectomy)
Declawing a cat can be done by three different methods. The first method, is to
remove the nails and distal toe bones using the guillotine method. This is done using
a guillotine nail clipper that is sterilized. The goal is to fit the clipper around the
distal bone and sever the tendons. This procedure is very easily done incorrectly, to
cut through either the distal or middle toe bone, either leaving a piece of bone in the
foot that is like walking on gravel for life, or cutting the tip of the middle bone off,
which is extremely painful to walk on until it attempts to heal. This method can also
and commonly results in cutting part of the toe pad off. Many declawed cats need
additional procedures to correct the bone fragments left behind. That is not to say
that this method cannot be performed correctly, but it has the highest likelihood of
complications. This also requires a tourniquet to be applied to the leg during the
procedure to minimize bleeding.

Guillotine Nail Clipper Method
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The second method is the blade method. This method uses a scalpel blade to sever
the tendons holding the distal toe bone in place. This also requires a tourniquet to be
applied to the arm during surgery, and takes much longer than the guillotine method
to preform, but it is more precise, and only removes the bone and some skin tissue.

Scalpel (blade) Method
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The third method is the laser. This method utilizes a laser unit to burn, cauterize and
sever the tendons. Not only is their pain from the amputation present you now have
the added pain from the burning of bone, tissue and ligaments. This can result in
longer healing times.

Laser Method
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All three methods involve closing the skin incision with either skin glue or suture.
After the procedure, a tight bandage is applied to the end of the foot to keep from
bleeding through. The bandages are wrapped so tight that the paws throb with pain,
trying to stop the bleeding. Bandages restrict the normal response of the tissue to
swell, causing intense pressure and pain. The bandages are removed the next
morning before your cat goes home.
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Another procedure is the tendonectomy, (surgical cutting of tendons) it is not
technically a declaw, but a surgical procedure where the tendon that controls the
claw in each toe is severed. The cat keeps his claws although this technique is to
prevent active use of the claws, the cat has no control of the claw at all, it prevents
extension of the claws. The claws still grow and care must be taken after this
procedure to keep the nails trimmed, so they do not have complications of the nails
growing into the pad and becoming infected. They also suffer from complications of
bleeding and lameness.

Tendonectomy Method
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This procedure is associated with a high incidence of abnormally thick claw growth.
Therefore, more frequent and challenging nail trims are required to prevent the cat's
nails from growing out of control. If the nails go untrimmed, they will continue to
grow in a circular fashion, eventually becoming ingrown and into the pads. Ingrown
nails cause severe pain and lead to infection.
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Because of complications, a cat who has been
given a tendonectomy may require a complete
declawing process later in life due to
complications. That would be putting the poor
cat through two equally painful surgeries. What
do you think the prognosis for the pain level and
the ability to walk would be?

Definite Complications:
Sadly, there are a lot of these. After a cat is declawed, the pressure points on their
feet change because there is now a bone missing on the end. In many cases, the
pressure point is now just behind the toe pad, which means there is no longer
cushioning designed by the body for the weight of the front foot to land on.
The guillotine method can result in bone chips being left in the ends of the feet,
which after a few years, can result in chronic limping, kind of like walking with gravel
in your shoes, it is painful with every step taken.
In cats, the claws grow directly from the bone. If even the tiniest piece of the bone is
left in the socket, it can become infected and/or regrow, both of which are very
painful and will require more corrective surgery.
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The Laser Method not only leaves the cat in severe pain from the declaw procedure
itself there is also the added pain from being burned by the laser. Most vets claim the
laser method is much less painful for the cat…yet they forget to mention the burns.

Pain:
It is impossible to know how much chronic pain and suffering declawing causes, I think
we have a very good idea though. However, we can compare similar procedures in
people. Virtually all human amputees report “phantom” sensations from the
amputated part, ranging from merely strange to extremely painful (about 40% of such
sensations are categorized as painful). Because declawing involves at least ten
separate amputations on the cats front paws, it is virtually certain that all declawed
cats experience phantom pain in one or more toes. In humans, these sensations
continue for life, even when the amputation took place in early childhood. There is no
physiological reason that this would not be true for cats; their nervous systems are
identical to ours. Cats are stoic creatures, and typically conceal pain or illness until it
becomes overwhelming. With chronic pain, they simply learn to cope with it, what
choice have we given them? Their behavior may appear “normal,” but a lack of overt
signs of pain does not mean that they are pain-free.
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If not enough pain control was utilized with the procedure, the cat can actually
develop a hypersensitivity of the nerves in the toes that can result in a lifetime of
acute pain every time your cat puts weight on their paws. This can result in cats
holding their paws up every time they sit down from chronic pain.
In people, after an amputation, they can commonly experience phantom pain, where
they feel pain in the limb that has been removed. Each declaw is a toe amputation,
they also experience this phantom pain.
Abscesses and claw regrowth can occur a few weeks to many years after surgery.
Chronic or intermittent lameness may develop. The photo below shows complications
from declawing a 6-week old kitten. Because she kept bleeding after surgery,
bandages were applied; they were too tight. Subsequently, the skin on her lower legs
and feet as well as paw pads became necrotic (dead) and sloughed off.

Declawing and tendonectomies should be reserved only for those rare cases in which a
cat has a medical problem that would warrant such surgery, such as the need to
remove cancerous nail bed tumors. NEVER for the connivence of a human being.
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Declawing for Convenience
Cat parents who elect to have their cats declawed generally do so with the belief that
they will never have to deal with furniture damage due to destructive scratching
problems or children being scratched. They don’t realize exactly what the process
is. However, paw sensitivity (pain) resulting from the declaw operation most likely
will result in bitting, destructive
chewing and litter box avoidance.
Another set of other problems have
developed from this procedure, now
what do you do? You have your
beloved cat crippled for life and now
unable to preform necessary natural
cat instinctual behaviors. It hurts to
walk on their litter, they can't get a
good stretch and the pain is causing
them to bite out at the fact they
can't use their claws or escape the
pain.
Some cats after a declaw procedure can become
nervous and defensive and display an
undesirable temperament or behavior change.
Usually when this happens the person
responsible for the declawing would rather take
the cat to a humane society or shelter or have it
euthanized by their veterinarian, to protect
themselves from the guilt. They have created
the behavior and then don't want to try to help
change it. Even worse, some turn them out into
the streets, totally defenseless and in pain. Not
even trying to understand what they have done
to their cat for them to behave this way. It’s a
NO win for the cat! A life time of pain,
homelessness or death.
Cats are not accessories that can be surgically altered or changed to someones
individual liking. They are not disposable and can’t be changed as far as instinctual
behaviors. The cat behavior can be channeled down a more acceptable path through
humane training, but should NEVER be surgically altered to meet ones needs.
While declawing is a popular and lucrative practice in the United States, most
veterinarians never explain the process or the after results. It is a very lucrative
business for them. It is not practiced in European countries. It is, in fact, against the
law, in many countries including England, Germany, and Switzerland. It is plain and
simple “Animal Abuse”!
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Physical and mental challenges
Altering the cat….dangers

Some negative effects of declawing (there is nothing positive to gain)
Medical drawbacks to declawing include pain in the paw, infection, tissue necrosis
(tissue death), lameness, and back pain. Removing claws changes the way a cat's foot
meets the ground and can cause pain similar to wearing an uncomfortable pair of
shoes. Their can also be a regrowth of improperly preformed surgeries, nerve
damage, and bone spurs. All extremely painful.
Veterinarians say that after having a declaw surgery it “keeps cats in their homes.”
This is simply not true. Shelter workers can attest that declawed cats who do develop
behavior problems (most cats do) often lose those very homes. Individuals and
organizations that trap spay and neuter feral cats (TNR) know that a great many of
those “feral” felines are actually homeless declawed cats that have been banished to
the outdoors, abandoned, or simply dumped because of behavioral problems that
have developed after the declaw procedure, to no fault of their own. Many shelters
have seen a lot of declawed cats surrendered because of behavior issues that can be
related directly to being declawed.

This declawed cat displays 4 distinct
signs of pain:
half-closed eyes
pulled-back whiskers
holding the right front foot up
placing the left front foot over the
edge of the counter so there’s as
little weight on his painful toes as
possible.
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Joint Stiffness: In declawed cats, the tendons that control the toe joints retract
after surgery, and these joints become essentially “frozen” from the inability to
move. The toes remain fully contracted for the life of the cat. Most cats continue to
make scratching motions after they are declawed, the explanation is a desperate but
ineffective effort to stretch those stiff toes, legs, shoulders and backs, to release
some of the pain associated with the declaw. It is sad to see a cat try to make natural
instinctual movements, unable to help try to relieve the pain.

Arthritis: Immediately after being declawed, they shift their body weight backward
onto the large central pads of the feet, and off the sore toes. Over time, it will cause
stress on the leg joints and spine, and lead to damage, pain and arthritic changes in
multiple joints. Arthritis of the elbow is very common in older cats as they age, having
full use of their claws for exercise, etc. Image the pain associated for the declawed
cat who can't even exercise these joints?

Biting: Some cats who are declawed are likely to become biters. They turn to biting
as a primary means of defense, after all you have removed their claws. The cats will
bite, due to pain from being picked up or even moved, pain from the declaw and
general arthritis ….. its painful and they just react as we would.

What did our cats do wrong to deserve this treatment ……….PLEASE DON’T DECLAW!
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Change in Personality: Declawing can take a friendly, delightful kitten/cat and
make them become sullen, fearful, or a reclusive cat, never to recover its natural joy,
grace, and love of exploration. A declawed cat will undoubtably be in pain for the
rest of their life. The cat may become very aggressive; and refuse using the litter box
completely, associating the box with the pain.
Cats DO suffer from pain they just hide it better. Not only are they proud, they
instinctively know that they are at risk when in a weakened position, by instinct they
will attempt to hide it. But make no mistake. This is not a surgery to be taken lightly.
Cats walk on the toes of their paws. Their back, shoulder, paw and leg joints,
muscles, tendons, ligaments and nerves are naturally designed to support and
distribute the cat's weight across its toes as it walks, runs and climbs. A cat's claws are
used for balance, for exercising, and for stretching the muscles in their legs, back,
shoulders, and paws. They stretch these muscles by digging their claws into a surface
like a scratching post. This is the only way a cat can stretch and tone the muscles of
its back and shoulders.
Declawing is not without complication. The rate of complication is relatively high
compared with other so-called routine procedures. Complications of this amputation
can be excruciating pain, a life sentence for them which they didn't choose or
deserve.

Look how NATURAL and BEAUTIFUL my NAILS are!
You're personality and behavior would change too, if your toes were
amputated and you were given a life of excruciating PAIN!
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Psychological & Behavioral Complications: Some cats are in so much pain
from declawing that their personalities change. Cats who were lively and friendly can
become withdrawn and introverted after being declawed. Others, deprived of their
primary means of defense, become nervous, fearful, and/or aggressive, often
resorting to they're only remaining means of defense, their teeth. In some
cases, when declawed cats need to use the
litter box after surgery, their feet are so
painful they associate their new pain with
the box...permanently, resulting in a lifelong aversion to using the litter box. Other
declawed cats that can no longer scent mark
with their claws so they resort to marking
with urine instead, resulting in
inappropriate elimination problems,
which in many cases, results in
relinquishment of the cats to shelters and
ultimately euthanasia. Many of the cats surrendered to shelters are there because of
behavioral problems which developed after the cats were declawed.
Many declawed cats become so traumatized by this painful
mutilation that they end up spending their painful lives perched
on top of doors and refrigerators, out of reach of real and
imaginary predators against whom they no longer have any
adequate defense from.
We should all be opposed to declawing because claws are part of
the nature or "catness" of cats. It is ethically inappropriate to
remove parts of an animal's anatomy, thereby causing the animal
pain, merely to fit the owner's lifestyle or convenience without
any benefit to the cat. The cat is treated as if he or she is an
inanimate object who can be modified, even to the point of
surgical mutilation, to suit a person's perception of what a cat
should be. It would seem more ethical and humane to accept
that claws and scratching are a wonderful part of feline
attributes, and to adjust one's life accordingly if a cat is desired as a companion. If
this is unacceptable, then perhaps a different companion would be in order.”
If your home has immunocompromised individuals, and a recommendation is for a
declawed cat only. Please go to humane societies or rescue shelters and save a cat
which has already been declawed. Not all declawed cats develop issues that make
them unadoptable, there are exceptions. Please don't declaw another cat when there
so many out there needing a good home and being euthanized or worse.
Declawed cats that are shunned from their homes due to behavior problems directly
connected from being declawed, are truly at risk and unfortunately it is common for
them to be captured and used as defenseless live bait to be torn apart by fighting
dogs being “blood-trained,” or sold to laboratories or biological suppliers. It’s an ugly
reality that a tame, friendly, declawed cat makes an ideal experimental subject.
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How To Trim The Nail
Inappropriate Scratching: The Easiest of all Feline Behaviors to Solve:
Get several good scratching posts
Reward appropriate behavior
Trim nails regularly
Temporarily cover their previous scratching targets
Relieve cat’s boredom with interactive play and toys
If you are adopting a cat or a kitten into a new home, explain to the adopters the
importance of claws to a cat, find another home if they insist on declawing. Your
efforts will not only improve the quality of life (no pain) for the cat or kitten that is
being adopted, but you are also reducing the possibility that the cat will be returned
to you due to a declawing-related behavior problem. It is also a great opportunity to
help educate someone on what de-clawing really is, hopefully they will tell other
people how crewel and crippling it is to the cat. Spread the Education!
Claws are essential to the well-being of the cat. The cat’s unique and amazing
retractile claws enable him to use their claws when in danger and then tuck them
safely away when they are not needed. The claws also allow the cat to grasp and hold
objects as well as establish footing for walking, running, springing, climbing and
stretching. By regularly trimming your cat’s claws and offering a suitable scratching
target (post), you are providing a natural outlet for a normal, happy and healthy
behavior and you will be rewarded with a satisfied and confident companion.
Gently hold their paw in one
hand and with your thumb on
top of the paw and pad on the
forefinger gently squeeze your
thumb and finger together.
This will push the claw clear of
the fur so it can easily be
seen. You will notice that the
inside of the claw is pink near
its base. This is living tissue
that you do not want to cut.
Trim only the clear tip of the
nail. Do not clip the area
where pink tissue is visible or
the slightly opaque region that
outlines the pink tissue. This will avoid cutting into areas that would be painful or
bleed. The desired effect is simply to blunt the claw tip. (see photo on next page)
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GREAT JOB!!
Look how beautiful my paw
looks,after my manicure I,m
ready to be a cat again.
Don't forget my treat and you
deserve something special too!!
Thank you!
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Alternative To Declawing
YES …… there is a humane way help keep a cat from the amputation of their claws
and paws and keep peace in the home.
Soft paws®. These are little nail caps that after you trim the nails, you apply with a
drop of nail glue onto your cat's nails. They are soft, they don't scratch, and they can
stay on for 4-8 weeks after application. Cats are not always cooperative about having
these applied, the more cooperative they are for having their nails trimmed, the more
likely they will be receptive for having soft paws applied. This is something you can
schedule your vet to help you with or do yourself. Soft paws® come in multiple
colors. So you can really impress your friends and family with your cat's "painted"
nails.

Fortunately, most people truly love their feline companions and want to do what’s
best for them. If you are one of these people, please think carefully about this
beautiful little animal who trusts you and relies on you for their very existence.
Please make the humane choice - and DO NOT DECLAW!
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Building a Scratching Post
Here is a list of the SUPPLIES NEEDED: (supplies can be purchased at any building
supply store)
Get several good scratching posts
One cedar post that is about 30″ tall and at least 4″ in diameter or larger
A bundle of non-oiled sisal rope measuring 1/2″ wide in diameter
A piece of 3/4″ plywood to make a sturdy base (at least 16” x 16” square)
1/2″ roofing nails
Sand Paper
Four 3/4″ 16d coated sinker nails
The requirement for this type of scratching post has come
from our “cat testers.” The reasoning behind this cat post is
simple; a post should be as high as your cat is tall when he is
fully stretched out plus a few inches.
The post should also be wide enough that your cat can sit on
top and survey his surroundings. The base should be sturdy
enough that the post will not move or tip over. Once a post
tips over, it is very hard to persuade your cat to use the post
again, they will be frightened. The reason the post should be
wrapped with sisal rope is because cats love a good surface to
dig their nails into. Using a carpeted post can send a mixed
message to the cat, leaving them to think that a carpeted
surface is ok to scratch on.

DIRECTIONS:
Before you begin, you will want to make sure your post is dry so that there will not be
any shrinking of the post after the sisal is wrapped on. To make the post you might
want to wear a pair of work gloves when you wrap the sisal around the post.
Before assembly take sand paper and smooth away any rough edges on the post and
base. Now you are ready to start. You will want to nail (use 1/2″ roofing nails) the
beginning of your rope in 3-4 places to keep the rope from loosening as you wrap the
rest of the post. Then you wind the rope around and around the post very tightly so
that there aren’t any spaces between the rows of rope. This process will take you all
the way down to the bottom of the post. Once again nail the end of your rope in 3-4
places around the bottom of the post. Next you will want to nail the base on to the
post. Use the four nails and pound them through the bottom of the plywood base and
into the bottom of the post.
Congratulations you now have a cat-approved scratching post! A post your cat will
love to use.
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SOME TRAINING TIPS :
To introduce the post to your cat you can use catnip
as a lure, rub the catnip right into the rope so that
the cat can smell that wonderful smell. Once your cat
has smelled the catnip and is showing interest,
scratch your nails gently along the surface of the
rope. (NEVER take your cat by the paws and drag
them to the post and mimic a scratching motion with
their feet) this process will offend your cat. Let your
cat come to the post on his own to see what you’re
doing. Your cat will love the sound and will want to
make the same noise. This will help teach your cat
where to scratch.
Once your cat begins to scratch, praise your cat, tell
them what a good cat they are, throw a small party.
Reward them with a food treat, cats love treats. You can also place a treat on the top
of the post, to motivate them even more. This post will save your furniture, if a cat
is given a place to do what comes naturally to them SCRATCH.
For example, If your cat is using a certain corner of
the couch for a scratching post, put your new post
right by the area of the couch. Cover that corner of
the couch with double-sided sticky tape that will be
completely unattractive to your cat. This will repel
your cat away from your couch and right there is a
post that they now can mark and will love to make
their own special scratching area.
SmartCat makes a product called Sticky Paws™ that
is very effective. Once your cat is using the post
regularly, you can move it slowly to the area where
you would like to have it. Leave the sticky tape in
place for a bit to make sure they don’t go back to an
old habit.
The SmartCat scratching post can be purchased if
you prefer. It has been cat tested and approved by
various felines. The post is made with sisal and is called the The Ultimate Scratching
Post™. It was designed after the post described above.
The cats are attracted to and will love this post. It’s a updated manufactured
version.
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Scratching Post Training Tips:
When removing the post from the box, let your cat get involved in the process. The
empty box they will find exciting, let them explore everything you are doing. Have
some fun with them, after all this is for them and you want them to love it.
After assembly you can use some catnip as a lure, rub the catnip right into the post so
that they can enjoy that wonderful smell. Once your cat has smelled the catnip and is
showing interest, scratch your nails gently along the surface of the post. (NEVER take
your cat by the paws and drag them to the post and mimic a scratching motion with
their feet) this process will offend your cat, they will find it humiliating. It may
possibly teach your cat to stay far away, they will remember the unpleasant time and
associate it with the post. Let your cat come to the post on his own to see what
you’re doing. Like everything else, it must be the cats idea. Scratch your nails onto
the post, your cat will love the scratching sound and will want to make the same
noise. This will help teach your cat where to scratch.
Once your cat begins to scratch on the post, praise them, tell them what a good cat
they are, throw a small party. Reward them with a food treat, treat them like
royalty. You can also place a treat on the top of the post, to motivate them even
more. Something else to try would be to dangle one of their favorite toys around the
post for them to capture. This post will save your furniture and your cats nails. If a
cat is given a place to do what comes naturally to them SCRATCH and scent mark,
they will use it.
Shown: The Ultimate Scratching Post™ by SmartCat®
For example, If your cat is using a certain corner of
the couch for a scratching post, put your new post
right by the area of the couch. Cover that corner of
the couch with a SmartCat® product called Sticky
Paws™ that will be completely unattractive to your
cat. This will repel your cat away from your couch
and right there is a post that they now can mark and
will love to make their own special scratching area.
Leave the sticky tape in place for a bit to make sure
they don’t go back to an old habit. You can also use
double-sided carpet tape. Once your cat is using the
post regularly, you can remove the tape and move the
post slowly to the area where you would like to
have it located in your home.
This is one of the best things you could do for your
cat, a place to exhibit what comes naturally and keep
their claws intact. GREAT JOB!!
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Examples of Remote Corrections
Remote corrections are basically, corrections for your cat that they won’t associate
with you actually making them. The corrections will take place whether you are
home or not. The best defense method for you to make sure a correction wouldn’t be
needed is to have a scratching post and other items to entertain your cat already in
place. This will help prevent your cat from establishing scratching targets in
inappropriate areas. Scratching is something they must do, its part of being a cat.
For example: What if kitty thinks
that the back of the couch or the
arm of the favorite chair is his own
workout center? No problem!
Scratching is a very natural and
healthy behavior. We want to
change the location of the
scratching, not eliminate the
scratching behavior completely.
First, place a tall, sturdy, sisalcovered post (we recommend THE
Ultimate Scratching Post™) in front
of the target area. Next, cover the
previously scratched areas
with Sticky Paws™ or a few strips of
doubled-sided carpet tape. When
kitty goes back to freshen up their
mark, they will redirect the
scratching behavior to the post,
the sticky tape will not agree with
them, they wont like the texture.

It’s not easy to out-smart a cat but these deterrents will help:
Sticky Paws™ (comes in sheets, strips, also sold on roll specially designed to keep
cats from scratching on previously marked areas)
Vinyl carpet runner with the spiky side up (this makes sure the surface is
uncomfortable to stand on)
SSSCat a motion detector or a can of compressed air (effective with even the
boldest of cats!)
The mini-motion detector sold at Radio Shack
Solid (not spray) air fresheners will repel cats from a small, localized area (cats
dislike perfume, especially citrus)
Feliway stops territorial scratching as well as spraying problem, it mimics a
already marked area, a soothing and calming effect for your cat.
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Deterrents – for Training
Sticky Paws™
This clear, double-sided tape is inexpensive and can be applied to almost any surface.
Cats dislike anything sticking to their paws. Can be found in most pet stores or can be
directly purchased through Pioneer Pet® Sticky “Paws™”

Feliway Spray
If sprayed in problem areas on a regular basis, it will give the cat the impression that
the area has already been marked—no need to scratch. It has a calming effect on the
cats, use it to spray in cat kennel before going to the vet, about 20 minutes before
putting in the cat.

SSSCAT
This motion detector hisses when the cat approaches the problem area. Even the
most fearless of cats clear the area when it activates. This product can be purchased
through the Doctors Foster and Smith Catalog (1-800-826-7206)

Vinyl carpet runner
If the back-side of the vinyl carpet runner has a very prickly feel, it can be cut to the
size needed and placed in the area that you want your cat to avoid, they won’t want
to walk on the points of the carpet runner. Ouch!
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Solid Air Fresheners
Cats dislike perfume. An air freshener (citrus) may keep the cat away from an area
until it has evaporated. (Never put it near the litter box, sleeping or feeding areas.)
Scented dryer sheets may have the same effect.

The Mini-Motion Detector
This product can be purchased at Radio Shack. The alarm chimes when the cat
approaches and it stops and resets its-self when the cat leaves the area.

Training Tools
Attractants:
Catnip, tuna or any fish oil, liver, whatever food treats appeal to your cat, favorite
toys, intriguing sounds.

Repellents:
Lemon/orange peels, solid citrus air fresheners, bitter apple spray (for chewing
problems), upside down vinyl carpet runner, white vinegar mixed with water, double
sided carpet tape, aluminum foil, upside down mouse traps covered with newspaper,
strong perfume or cologne on cotton balls or highly scented dryer sheets, squirt bottle
(an attractant to some cats), air sprayer loud noises (shaker can, owner shouting,
“NO!”), not everything will work for all cats, surely there is one that will do the trick.
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Training vs. Amputation
Declawing is an inhumane, unnecessary procedure that has many alternatives. It is
never in the cat's best interest. Simply put it’s “training vs. amputation”. Training a
cat to use the proper scratching surfaces is really simple. Destructive scratching
problems are 100% correctable. Providing the cat with suitable scratching areas
(posts, etc.) to satisfy this instinctive behavior and encouraging the proper place is
generally all that is required.
Declawing is not a simple or routine surgery. It should never be done as a
“preventative”, measure, to any kitten or cat. Despite their reputation for
independence, cats can readily be trained to leave the sofa, curtains, or carpet
untouched. Using surgery to prevent or correct a behavioral problem is improper and
immoral, but it is definitely not the smartest, kindest, most cost-effective, or best
solution for you and your cat. Your veterinarian has an obligation to educate you as to
the nature of the procedure, the risks of anesthesia and surgery, and the potential for
serious physical and behavioral complications, both short- and long-term.
The term "declawing"
makes people think only
the claw is removed, but a
more appropriate
description would be
amputation/mutilation.
Declawing fits the
dictionary definition of
mutilation to a tee. Words
such as deform, disfigure,
disjoint, and dismember all
apply to this surgery. It
doesn't matter how the
procedure is preformed,
scapula, guillotine, laser or
tendonectomy.
The end result is the same "EXCORIATING PAIN"
The good news is that scratching problems are 100% correctable! In over 20 years of
behavior counseling, Cats International has never had a destructive scratching
problem that could not be solved. It is the easiest behavior problem with which we
helped people deal change.
A proper scratching post is a major and important thing you MUST provide for your
cat. Scratching is a natural normal instinct the cat must preform, its all about being a
cat.
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What you can do to educate cat owners about declawing:
We know that there are a few individuals who will always declaw their cats. Their
own personal convenience and the safety of their belongings is their top priority, and
whether or not it causes suffering to the cat is not a significant concern. (Whether
they should have a cat at all is a debate for another time!)
Give Them What They Need!
Drop the euphemism “declawing” which denotes a mere nail removal and call it
what it really is—partial digital amputation mutilation.
Explain that declawing is equivalent to amputating a person’s finger or toe at the
first knuckle. Don't forget the severe pain the cat will have through out its life.

The illustration above:
#1 - this is the bone and nail that is removed from the cats paw & human finger
#2 - shows the bone separated from the bone where the nail grows
Declawing is an amputation of the cat’s toes to the first knuckle of each joint.
Declawing removes claw, bone, tendon and ligament. The cat will be in pain for
the rest of their life.
Inform the cat parent that declawing can result in some very unpleasant changes
especially in personality and behavior.
Describe the requirements for a cat-appealing scratching post and how to
encourage the cat to use it. (It should be tall and sturdy and covered with sisal
material or sisal rope—not carpeting.)
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We recommend the Ultimate Scratching Post™ from
Pioneer Pet®. Or can make your own by referring to
our article "How to Build a Scratching Post". A good
work-out on the scratching post is the equivalent of
a vigorous session at the gym for us.
Suggest deterrents to keep the cat from
scratching previous targets (Feliway spray, Sticky
Paws tape, motion detectors,
vinyl carpet runner (pointy-side up)
Demonstrate how easy it is to trim a cat’s nails.
The average person doesn’t understand what
declawing is and how it permanently affects their
cat. Please read our article on “The Truth About
Declawing”
Opposite to what most American cat people think, declawing does not “save” cats,
training time, money, or sofas. It frequently does the exact opposite. Declawed cats
can be expensive and dangerous. Declawing is the number one cause of litter box
avoidance and biting problems.
If your cat is already declawed, don’t beat yourself up, its over and now is the time to
educate yourself and spread the word to other cat lovers what you have learned. It’s
all about being informed and educated.
Please NEVER even consider declawing, and help to save a cat from this brutal and
unnecessary procedure by stopping someone else from doing what people don’t
understand. Help educate people around you, tell them what you have learned.
Cats walk on their toes which gives them greater speed and agility.
Cats have an extraordinary ability to grab, cuff, tap, hold, and snatch things.
A cat’s front paws possess a versatility unique to felines.
Cats have 5 toes on their front paws and 4 on their back paws. A polydactyl cat
has more than the normal number of toes, usually caused by genetics and inner
breeding.
Cats have nails in the front paw that retract. However the back nails don't retract
at all, they remain visible.
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When bringing home your new kitten or cat and they start scratching on your
furniture, would your first thought be to have your cat declawed? Your answer should
be “NO”. Elective mutilation, also referred to as “declawing” is never a humane
option. While some cat owners feel that they are solving the scratching problem with
surgery, they may discover that this choice has created more problems, like not using
the litter box, biting and chewing. The cat may want to avoid the litter box
completely (declawing is very painful) because it hurts to step into the litter (they
will associate the litter box with pain), and choose to eliminate els-wear. Other
problems will develop, such as shyness and fear. If you take away one form of
defense from the cat, (the paw swipe) the cat will use its teeth. This is only natural,
you have removed a very important part of their body, that’s all they have left.
Cats can be trained as well as dogs. It is just a different approach. Cats don't think
like dogs, they are cats.
It’s really very easy to train a cat: praise and reward the good behavior (positive
reinforcement) and discourage the undesirable behavior with the use of humane
deterrents. (negative reinforcement).

Recommended by Cats International
"Bootsie's Combination Scratcher™". Its great because it can
be used for horizontal scratching or wall mounted for
vertical scratching. It's also excellent for smaller spaces.

Does this situation sound familiar?
Kitty starts scratching at the couch or your favorite chair…
You and other family members run from all parts of the house to chase kitty away
from scratching the furniture. From kitty’s standpoint, this event rates as high as a
favorite party game. (One little scratch and the family is on their feet!) ... (WOW! I
get all of this attention.) Now, if the family chooses to yell and chase the cat around
the house, this kitty game has now become their favorite pastime. Cats love
attention! They will use this as a form to start a game of chase, a great game.
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Now how can we undo the damage we’ve done?
First we must understand scratching for a cat is a natural instinct, they not only
like to do it, they must do this behavior.
Let’s start with an understanding that scratching serves many useful and healthy
purposes for cats, they need to stretch and exercise and condition their nails. It is
also mental stimulating to them as well.
Every home with a cat should have at least two cat-appealing scratching posts in
high-traffic areas to allow for territorial satisfaction.
The post should be at least 32” high and you can build your own, please see our
article on “How to build a Scratching Post”, or you can purchase one.
It should be sturdy and unable to move or be tipped over.
Sisal material or rope are the preferred scratching materials (don’t use carpeting,
this sends a mixed message to the cat that it is ok to scratch on carpet!)
Place the post in front of the area where the cat has started to scratch, show him
the post by scratching your nails on the post to get him interested. Don’t
physically take the cats paws and hold them to the post, they will find this
Offensive and will avoid the post altogether.
Praise the cat every time he uses the post (positive reinforcement—it really works!)
Our favorite post is “The Ultimate Scratching Post™” made by SmartCat®
Now we all know that cats are very territorial animals and marking is an
important occupation for cats. In order to feel secure in their
home or territory, they routinely patrol the area and mark it and
remark by rubbing or scratching. The scratching post offers an
excellent outlet for this natural behavior.
Introduce your cat to the post by rubbing some catnip on it.
Scratch on it with your fingernails to get them to want to use the
post. Don’t think for a moment that kitty hasn’t forgotten his old
haunts and he may be interested in re-visiting the old scratching
areas. (After all, he worked hard to mark them!)
This is you're shining moment to stop your cat from reusing
the undesirable areas. We have a rather unfair advantage,
as there are many ways to help us change his favorite
scratching places. When kitty checks out an old spot or is
looking for a brand new one, we can go to our list of
things to make him change his mind. The best part is that
there is no yelling or running around involved and it even works when
you are sleeping or out of the house.
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These are our “Secret Weapons”
Sticky Paws™
This clear, double-sided tape is inexpensive and can be applied to almost any surface.
Cats dislike anything sticking to their paws. Can be found in most pet stores or can be
directly purchased through Pioneer Pets® "SmartCat® Sticky Paws™" (it comes in
various sizes)

Feliway Spray
If sprayed in problem areas on a regular basis, it will give the cat the impression that
the area has already been marked—no need to scratch. It has a calming effect on the
cats, use it to spray in a cat kennel before going to the vet, about 20 minutes before
putting in the cat. It can be purchased through the Doctors Foster and Smith Catalog
(1-800-826-7206) or found at most pet stores.

SSSCAT
This motion detector hisses when the cat approaches the problem area. Even the
most fearless of cats clear the area when it activates. This product can be purchased
through the Doctors Foster and Smith Catalog (1-800-826-7206)

Vinyl carpet runner
Use the back-side of the vinyl carpet runner, it has a very prickly feel, it can be cut
and placed in the area that you want your cat to avoid, they won’t want to walk on
the points of the carpet runner.

Solid Air Fresheners
Cats dislike perfume. An air freshener may keep the cat away from an area until it
has evaporated. (Never put it near the litter box, scratching post, sleeping or a
feeding areas). Scented dryer sheets may have the same effect.

The Mini-motion detector
This product can be purchased at Radio Shack. The alarm chimes when the cat
approaches and it stops and resets its self when the cat leaves the area.

Scratching Problems:
The Easiest of all Feline Problems to Solve
Get a good scratching post
Reward appropriate behavior
Trim nails weekly (kittens) monthly (adult cats)
Temporarily cover previous scratching targets
Relieve cat’s boredom with interactive play and plenty of toys
Give your cat plenty of love and attention
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A Cat’s Nails are Necessary for:
Balance
Exercise
Digging
Eating
Grooming
Hunting
Climbing
Playing
Jumping
Running
Grasping
Defense

CATS THAT SCRATCH THE FURNITURE
Your cat has destroyed the sofa with his claws, and you have reached the end of your
patience. How can you live with a cat and still have upholstery?
Cats scratch to mark their territory, not to sharpen their claws. In the wild, they
choose one prominent tree, reach as high as they can, and drag their claws down the
trunk. This leaves visible grooves, but it also leaves a scent from the footpads. In
order to prevent destructive clawing, you must provide a harmless outlet for this
behavior. Every cat NEEDS a good scratching post to satisfy their instinctual needs.
Scratching posts are easily available at any pet store, but cats often fail to use them.
Partly this is due to the location where we choose to put the post. Or the post itself
may not be stable or tip over. What the post is made of will also make a big
difference. To the cat, it is important that the territorial scratching post be placed in
an obvious central point where it is obvious to visitors--the place where you enter the
living room, for instance. (What? You already have your good couch there? Imagine
that.) But if you have a little patience, you could put the scratching post in that
prominent corner for a while, and when your cat develops a liking for it, you could
gradually move it to a more convenient spot. Cats also like a surface upon which their
claws can dig in for a nice, smooth, continuous drag, but the carpet on most
scratching posts catches the claws and makes for an unsatisfying experience. In some
cases, covering the carpet with a different type of fabric can increase the likelihood
that the cat will use the post.
Remember that scent is as important as feel. Rubbing your own palms thoroughly
along the scratching post may stimulate some cats to use the post. Catnip has also
been used to impart a tempting scent to the post.
Getting your cat to use a scratching post can help a lot since this territorial scratching
is usually confined to a single object. But consider the reason your cat feels the need
to mark territory. Perhaps the cat feels insecure because of other stresses,
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particularly from other cats inside the house or increased cat activity outside of the
home. Anything that helps relieve this stress will reduce your cat's need to leave his
mark on your furniture.
If the only time the you talk to your cat is when they scratch the sofa or stroll down
the kitchen counter, then you can bet that is what they will do, they will perform
these feats when you are near, and not acknowledging them, it is a form to get your
attention. It won’t matter to them if the attention is positive or negative, they are
still getting ATTENTION, which is what they wanted all along.
Thank you for learning the importance of your cat’s claws! A cat needs to scratch on
a surface so they can tone their nails and exercise their bodies. Providing them with
a good scratching post designed to maximize your cat’s scratching pleasure and giving
them an appealing target for territorial marking, exercise, and natural cat
exuberance is very important.

Why is declawing so popular in our country? There are three main reasons:

Cat caretakers perceive it to be a convenience.
Most (but not all) veterinarians do not take the time to explain exactly what the
operation involves and the possible side-effects, it's also a money-maker.
There is a general lack of knowledge as to why cats need their nails and how
easily they can be trained to scratch on appropriate targets (posts).
The humane community has a serious responsibility and unique opportunity to
educate the pet parents about this inhumane practice. Relying on amputation as a
means to manage normal cat behavior sets a dangerous precedence for our
relationship with our companion animals.
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Give THEM What They Need:
Don’t assume that kitty is
misbehaving just to torment you.
They may be reacting to some stress
or trying to communicate an urgent
medical need. For example, if
they urinate on the floor in front of
you, this may indicate a health
problem or the litter-box may need
cleaning. If they chew your
houseplants, they may need their
own Kitty Garden™. Perhaps
the problem is just that they want
your attention and they know how to
get it, good or bad. Its up to you to show your cat which proper behaviors provide
the most attention. We may take the cat out of the jungle but we haven’t succeeded
in taking the jungle out of the cat, nor do we what to. By inviting this little bit of
wildlife into our homes, we are accepting the responsibility of supplying kitty’s basic
tiger needs. When we are successful at supplying these needs, we are rewarded with
a healthy, happy, well-behaved, interesting and affectionate companion.
If you are worried about your cat damaging your home, or want to avoid unwanted
scratching, start with these tips:
Keep his claws trimmed to minimize damage to household items.
Provide stable scratching posts
around your home.
Offer different materials like carpet, sisal, wood,
and cardboard, as well as different styles (vertical
and horizontal).
Use toys and catnip to entice your cat to use
the scratching areas.
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Provide an appropriate place to scratch:
Cats of any age can be trained not to scratch furniture or other objects although it is
easier if the cat is trained as a kitten. Amazingly, many people do not even know that
they should provide a scratching post for their cats and in many cases they must train
the cat to use it. Because scratching is such a natural instinct in cats, if there is no
appropriate spot, they will be forced to substitute furniture or other objects. They
need a surface that is sturdy and doesn't tip over. (like your furniture)
CATS must SCRATCH!!
A vertical scratching post or a horizontal
scratching surface should allow the cat to
stretch to his full height or length. With
scratching posts, as in real estate, think
“location, location, location.” Start with the
post near kitty’s favorite scratching object,
and gradually (by inches) move it to its final
destination.
A cat is not a child, and a cat is not a dog.
Cats' unique ways make them the endearing
creatures they are. On the other hand, some
of their traits may cause frustration because
we don't understand their needs.
Cats instinctively seek out high places and
scratch on surfaces because they are cats, not
because they are stubborn and disobedient.
Our job is to channel those needs in
acceptable ways.
Each cat has their own individual personality,
embrace them for just being a cat, enjoy all
of their natural instincts and learn what
makes your cat tick.
They are truly fascinating little creatures.
The Cat Climber™ can be
purchased through PioneerPet®
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